Comparison of ultrasound scanning for scoliosis assessment: Robotic versus manual
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Abstract

Background: Ultrasound (US) imaging for scoliosis assessment is challenging for a non-experienced operator. The robotic scanning was developed to follow a spinal curvature with deep learning and apply consistent forces to the patient’s back.

Methods: Twenty three scoliosis patients were scanned with US device both, robotically and manually. Two human raters measured each subject’s spinous process angles on robotic and manual coronal images.

Results: The robotic method showed high intra- (ICC > 0.85) and inter-rater (ICC > 0.77) reliabilities. Compared with the manual method, the robotic approach showed no significant difference (p < 0.05) when measuring coronal deformity angles. The mean absolute deviation for intra-rater analysis lies within an acceptable range from 0 to 5° for the minimum of 86% and maximum 97% of a total number of the measured angles.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that scoliosis deformity angles measured on ultrasound images obtained with robotic scanning are comparable to those obtained by manual scanning.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Quantitative assessment of curve severity for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis patients is vital for progression monitoring and treatment planning. The gold standard of scoliosis curve assessment is Cobb's angle¹ on coronal X-ray. Although it is well-known that X-ray radiation causes higher risks of breast cancer,² regular check-up of scoliosis is suggested for at least 6 months intervals.³ To reduce the radiation exposure caused by X-ray assessment, various ultrasound methods for scoliosis assessment have been developed.⁴⁻⁷ Table 1 shows a comparison of ultrasound and X-ray differences.

Various researchers have addressed this problem. For example, a portable 3D ultrasound system Scolioscan Air⁸ was designed for scoliosis curve assessment and progression monitoring for patients in upright position, resting arms on supporting wall with the elbows at 90°. The system presented in Figure 1A uses a palm-sized ultrasound probe with an optical 3D tracking device and a tablet personal computer (PC) with reconstruction software. Using ultrasound B-mode spinal images with respective spatial information the Scolioscan software reconstructs the 3D spinal curve and generates coronal images for scoliosis angle measurements using the volume projection image (VPI) method.⁹ With a non-planar re-slicing approach, where the skin surface is the reference for a slicing plane, the VPI method obtains an averaged intensity of all voxels of the volumetric image at a specified depth to form an image in the coronal plane. Jiang et al.¹⁰ developed a 9-times faster coronal image generation approach than original VPI method by skipping the unnecessary 3D reconstruction and directly mapping the B-mode...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>System cost and installation</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Angle measurement</th>
<th>Human efforts needed</th>
<th>Image quality</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
<td>No radiation</td>
<td>Low cost (10k-30k), can be portable, and can be used anywhere</td>
<td>Scoliosis screening and progression monitoring. Can be used as progression monitoring in between X-rays</td>
<td>Coronal curvature, sagittal curvature, and axial rotation with a signal scan</td>
<td>Setup, apply gel, launch scan (apply force, rotate, track), clean gel</td>
<td>Image clear enough to show curvature of bony structures and good to view muscles and soft tissues</td>
<td>Reliable as demonstrated by previous studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>Ionising radiation</td>
<td>High cost (40k-100k), big and shielding room needed</td>
<td>Diagnosis confirmation. Gold standard, not advised to do more than once a year</td>
<td>Coronal curvature with Cobb’s angle</td>
<td>Setup, launch scan</td>
<td>Clearer image of bony structures</td>
<td>Widely adopted in clinical practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1** Comparison of the characteristics of two scoliosis assessment methods, ultrasound and X-ray.

**FIGURE 1** Setup for ultrasound scoliosis assessment: (A) manual approach using Scolioscan Air system comprising of tablet personal computer with reconstruction software and USB ultrasound probe. (B) Robotic approach using robotic arm UR5, force sensor FT300 and USB ultrasound probe similar to the Scolioscan Air system.

Images and their corresponding positional data. Another method suggested by Vo et al. creates the 3D spine reconstruction compounded from segmented bony features, which allows them to choose the plane of maximum curvature for coronal image projection.

There are several methods to measure scoliosis angle on ultrasound coronal images, depending on which anatomical feature is used for the measurement, such as centre of lamina, spinoous process or transverse process. For Scolioscan system deformity angle measurements were based on spinoous process. Zheng et al. showed that the spinoous process angle (SPA) measured on US images had moderate to strong correlation with Cobb’s angle measured on X-ray images. Many studies use reliability as measure of similarity of the scanning procedure on repeated trials. SPA had high intra-rater and inter-rater reliabilities with interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) higher than 0.9 and 0.87, respectively. Another study supports this observation for Scolioscan system, excellent linear correlation ($R^2 = 0.97$) was observed between the SPA and Cobb’s angle with high intra-rater and inter-rater reliability ICC was 0.97 and 0.95, respectively. The validation study for Scolioscan Air showed the angles measured on coronal images obtained with Scolioscan and portable version Scolioscan Air had a strong correlation, with $R^2$ higher than 0.7, and with intra-rater and inter-rater reliabilities with ICC larger than 0.94 and 0.88 respectively.

Ultrasonography is a safe and reliable technology for scoliosis evaluation however, due to the nature of ultrasound imaging, the inherent speckle (signal-dependent) noise affects the image quality, making it challenging for operators to distinguish anatomical characteristics. Normally the Scolioscan Air scanning protocol requires...
an operator to adjust the time gain compensation setting, then move the probe upwards, follow the spinal curve, apply sufficient pressure and change the probe's orientation normal to the human's back, at the same time observing the captured B-mode image quality, which is a non-trivial task for a non-experienced user. Usually, it takes around 3–6 months for an operator to become experienced. Poor scanning performance, inconsistent contact with skin, and jerky movements directly reduce the quality of the coronal images. The problems encountered during manual scanning can be solved by using a robotic arm equipped with a force sensor, where robot can apply a constant force to the human back and adjust the probe's orientation in real-time to keep it normal to the skin.

To reduce the effect of the human factor on spinal ultrasound examinations, several research groups proposed using robotic ultrasound systems.\textsuperscript{12–15} While several robotic ultrasound systems are available for spinal applications (with very few for scoliosis assessment), they primarily demonstrate proof-of-concept results, for example, tests on phantom tissues or on a very small sample size of human subjects. Up to this day, no extensive study has been conducted to compare the performance of robotic ultrasound assessment for spinal assessment with standard manual ultrasound procedures. Li et al.,\textsuperscript{15} presented a robotic approach for ultrasound imaging-based navigation to locate spinal features using deep learning (DL) and reinforcement learning on dataset of 648 images of spinous process to imitate the human decision-making during US scanning. The design was evaluated in an ultrasound simulation environment, and the resulted average error on the test set was 9.5 ± 10.0 mm. Another study by Tirindelli et al.\textsuperscript{13} proposed a robotic-ultrasound system for spinal levels counting and injection site localisation based on US images DL processing. Tirindelli et al. used 3972 images for training, resulting in an average localisation accuracy of 2.1 ± 2.6 mm on the test set. Although these papers do not address scoliosis, the approaches employed can be used for various spinal applications. The following two studies do address scoliosis assessment: Yang et al.\textsuperscript{14} proposed to use a robotic arm to navigate through the spine based on the pre-calculated trajectory yield from the tracking camera image DL processing, using 2500 images for training. The scanning was done in a prone position, different from the Scolioscan Air protocol. The validation was performed on the phantom with different curvatures; the mean absolute error was 1.6 for moderate scoliosis. The concept was only demonstrated on two human subjects (this shows that an more extensive human study is needed to fill this gap in the literature). Human scanning was performed for 120 s capturing 150 ultrasound frames per each.

The robotic ultrasound system used in this study (Figure 1B) was designed for scoliosis assessment and was initially presented in Victorova et al.\textsuperscript{12} and extended in Victorova et al.\textsuperscript{16} It uses a DL-based navigation control to detect the centre of the spine, which is defined as spinous process tip, in real-time at each B-mode ultrasound frame; thus, there is no need for additional external sensors, such as a camera. The proposed robotic system can also adjust the probe orientation to keep the ultrasound probe normal to the surface and maintain good acoustic coupling with the back of the subject. Good acoustic coupling can be defined as consistent contact with the human skin, where there is no air gap between the probe and skin, which would affect the resulting image quality. The details for the proposed robotic ultrasound system are described in Section 2.3. The dataset consisted of 25 774 images of spinous processes, and the resulted mean localisation error for the human subjects test set was 1.0 ± 0.99 mm. The real-time experiments on human showed that robotic system was able to centre the spine in the field of view with error 1.0 ± 0.8 mm, compared to manual scanning 4.6 ± 4.6 mm for the subject with mild scoliosis; for the moderate scoliosis the errors were 2.8 ± 1.8 mm for robotic approach and 4.3 ± 3.9 mm for manual.

The contribution of this study is to demonstrate that robotic scanning for 3D ultrasound imaging can achieve the same assessment for scoliosis in comparison with manual scanning. Figure 2 shows the study flow chart. We first collected human subject profiles and explored whether robotic scanning is beneficial and can replace manual scanning. Then, statistical analysis was conducted for inter- and intra-rater reliability of scoliosis angle measurement, with ICC based on a single-rating (k = 3), absolute-agreement, 2-way mixed-effects model. The reliability shows an extent to which a scanning procedure yields the same results on repeated trials. The mean absolute deviation (MAD) of angles measured on images obtained by different methods would be compared with those reported previously. Two human raters measured spinal process angles on coronal images of six scans for each subject, three robotic and three manual scans.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study focussing on comparing robotic ultrasound scanning with human manual scanning for scoliosis assessment on a group of human subjects. In addition, it is the first work using a robotic ultrasound system which includes evaluation of robotic approach based on patient's comfortability survey.

## 2 METHODS

### 2.1 Subjects

Twenty-three adolescents (21 female, 2 male) with confirmed or suspected scoliosis were recruited for this study. The main inclusion criteria were: mild or moderate scoliosis, age 14–18 years; no previous interventions on spine, since it may result in unpredictable image artefacts; no overweight (BMI < 25.0 kg/m\textsuperscript{2}) since a high BMI may result in poor ultrasound image quality with the 7.5 MHz probe utilised in this investigation. Ethical approval was granted for this study.

The subject leaned on the wall or wall-imitating stand during the scanning procedure. The subjects lifted their hands so that the angles between the elbow and the wall, elbow, and body are 90°, as in Figure 1. The subject was asked not to move but to breathe freely during the procedure. Total six scans were performed on each
subject, three times with manual approach and three times with robotic scanning. Before each scan, the subject was asked to relax and then stand in scanning position so that each scan would be independent of the previous; thus, the posture might vary slightly. Of all the subjects, 10 chose to participate in the survey on the comfortability of robotic and manual scanning. The summary of the differences of robotic and manual scanning presented at Table 2.

### 2.2 Manual scanning procedure

The manual scoliosis assessment was performed with a Scolioscan Air system, consisting of an ultrasound transducer of 80 mm aperture and frequency of 7.5 MHz (UW-1C, Sonotech), a Realsense depth camera (T265, Intel), and a tablet PC. The ultrasound probe communicates with PC at 60 fps. The software installed on the PC collects the ultrasound and spatial data, processes it to form 3D reconstruction and coronal spinal images. The software interface enables manual measurement of the scoliosis deformity angle using the feature profile in ultrasound image formed by spinous process, previously denoted as SPA. The spatial data of the ultrasound device is obtained through a camera attached to the probe using a vision/odometry-based vSLAM algorithm. This algorithm tracks the changes in the environment (due to the probe motion during the scanning) from the initial position and outputs the position and orientation of the tracking camera.

For the assessment procedure, the operator of the ultrasound probe set the initial (at the level below L5) and final (around C5 of the cervical spine) points of the scanning and then started to move the probe upwards, applying enough pressure to maintain the stable probe-skin contact to see the bony features. The operator tried their best to keep the spinous process in the middle of the ultrasound frames available in real-time for observation. The average time to complete a scan was around 60 s.

The manual ultrasound scanning of the human back was performed three times by an experienced operator with Scolioscan Air. After each scan, nine coronal images at different slicing depths were generated for the operator to visually assess the quality of the scan and measure the spinal curvature to generate the on-site report for the subject’s use.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2** The study workflow diagram. Ultrasound scanning was performed with two methods: robotic and manual, three times each. During the robotic procedure the spinal navigation were performed with Deep Learning (DL) approach, whereas during manual procedure the navigation relies on human expertise in reading ultrasound images. Resulted coronal images of reconstructed spine were measured to assess the scoliosis severity by two human raters. The various analysis on reliability and validity were performed.

### Table 2 Comparison of the characteristics of two scoliosis assessment scanning methods, ultrasound manual and ultrasound robotic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Estimated system cost (USD)</th>
<th>Navigation system</th>
<th>Force control</th>
<th>Scanning time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US manual</td>
<td>30k</td>
<td>Hand and visual</td>
<td>Variable force</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US robotic</td>
<td>45k</td>
<td>Robot-based and US-based</td>
<td>Constant force 10, 15 N</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Robotic scanning procedure

The setup for robotic scoliosis assessment, shown in Figure 1B, employs a robotic arm (Universal robot URS) with a force sensor affixed (FT300, Robotiq) and a palm-sized ultrasound probe (Sonopetek). The linear ultrasound probe with a width of 80 mm has a frequency of 7.5 MHz with an imaging depth of 6 cm and transfers raw data at 10 frames per second via a USB port to a PC, where the images are produced in 640 × 480 pixels. The robot was connected to a PC through TCP/IP protocol, and the control algorithm was launched at a 30 fps Hz rate.

The patient’s posture is similar to the Scolioscan Air scanning procedure. The operator drags the robotic actuated probe using build-in admittance control to the base of the subject’s spine, with the probe parallel to the ground. From this position, the robot starts to drive the ultrasound probe further until it reaches the human skin (force detected). Then the robot starts moving upwards, applying the preset force, adjusting rotations, and following the curve by detecting spinous processes in real-time. The preset force was chosen after taking into account results from other robotic studies, which suggested using 1–3 N for soft tissues and 4–8 N for the abdominal region. We tested larger forces because the bony structures were more rigid. In Tirindelli et al., it was found that 10 N produces better quality during robotic scanning of the spine for subjects with BMI < 23 kg/m², and 15 N is more appropriate for subjects with BMI > 23 kg/m².

The Scolioscan Air system operates at frame rate of 60 fps, which results in average 3600 ultrasound frames per scan. In contrast due to current hardware limitations, the robotic system operates at 30 fps, but receives images at the frame rate of 30 fps. To get the same amount of ultrasound images as for manual scanning the speed of robotic scan should be twice slower. Since the usual scanning speed is around 8–10 mm/s, the robotic scan was performed with 4 mm/s. Figure 3 illustrates some of the timestamps of the robotic procedure, showing how the robotic arm follows the profile of the human back, adjusting the probe’s orientation. The average scanning time for one scan was around 120 s.

Robotic control method. The schematic overview of the robotic scanning approach is presented in Figure 4A. The robotic arm is controlled to maintain the constant force applied to the subjects back with PID control which takes the control error as a difference of measured force to reference force (10–15 N, depending on BMI).

![Figure 3](https://example.com/fig3.png) The images from the robotic scanning procedure video for one of the subjects. The robot adjusts the ultrasound probe rotation according the force sensing and smoothly scans through the patient’s back, maintaining constant contact.

![Figure 4](https://example.com/fig4.png) (A) Overview of the robotic scanning approach, where the robotic arm automatically follows the spinal curvature based on B-mode images; (b) Principles of spinous process angle measurement based on the indication of the most tilted vertebrae on the coronal image of spinal reconstruction.

a) Robotic ultrasound scanning with spinal curve following  b) Scoliosis angle calculation
Meanwhile, for automatic curvature following, the algorithm fuses the network located spinous processes into a continuous path based on the Kalman filter, compensating for the missing parts (intervertebral gaps). It also adjusts the probe’s orientation along the normal vector to a subject’s back, the speed of orientation change depends on the spinal region, which is predicted by the network described below.

The robot uses a machine-learning algorithm to follow the spinal curvature and detect the spinal region for rotation adjustments, described in earlier stage of the current work. The fully connected network model was designed to detect the spinous process location to indicate the spine centre at each ultrasound B-mode frame in real-time. The model presented in Figure 5 is built on ResNet backbone, which is used to extract the feature vector from the input ultrasound image. The model has two heads, first serves as spinous location prediction, where the backbone is followed by three deconvolutional layers with batch normalisation and ReLU activation, which serve as a decoder to generate the image features heatmap. The deconvolutional layers are followed by a single 1 x 1 convolutional layer, which converts the resulting features matrix to a final heatmap where each image pixel intensity represents the probability of being one of the classes; in our case, the maximum intensity represents the high probability of the pixel belonging to a spinous process class. The mean squared error determines the difference between the actual and forecasted heatmaps. The final location is calculated from the heatmap’s greatest intensity pixels.

The second head of the network has a fully connected layer after the backbone. The output is the probability of each ultrasound image belonging to a spinal region class: ‘sacrum,’ ‘lumbar,’ ‘thoracic.’ According to the output class, the algorithm changes the control gain $K_{\text{torque}}$, which specifies how fast the rotation of the probe is changing, $r_s = -K_{\text{torque}}m_r$, where the torque $m_r$ is obtained from the force sensor. For example, the thoracic part of the spine generally has larger curves in the sagittal view than the lumbar part; thus, a larger control gain is needed. 25 774 images were used for training and testing of the network resulting in a five-fold cross-validation accuracy of $0.939 \pm 0.010$ for the classification task and $0.973 \pm 0.006$ for the localisation task with mean distance error of $1.0 \pm 0.99$ mm. This distance error can be compared to anatomical references. According to Aylott, the average spinous process width in the lumbar region ranges from 6 to 11 mm, whereas the thoracic one is narrower. The error is therefore contained within anatomical limits.

### 2.4 Deformity angle measurement

According to the scoliosis application and the nature of the images, the observational criteria for image quality assessment can include a (a) clear spinous process shadow path, which allows unambiguous deformity angle measurement; (b) visibility of the spinal features, such as lamina, transverse process, etc.; (c) uninterrupted acoustic coupling, thus no missing spots due to the contact lost with the skin.

These criteria help to ensure that the image quality of the resulting coronal images is suitable for the subsequent scoliosis deformity angle measurement, which is the assessment’s main goal. Because the image quality criteria is only observational and there is no unambiguous method of assessment, a quantitative method of image quality analysis is required. Since the main goal is to measure scoliosis deformity, the measured angles are used as an indirect quality marker. If the measurements of the robotic approach are the same or comparable with angles obtained by the manual method, the image quality is considered to be comparable.

In total, 23 subjects were examined with the proposed automatic scanning for scoliosis assessment; each had one or two deformity angles. Two raters, R1 and R2, conducted the measurement of spinal curve deformity angle (SPA) according to the method presented in

**Figure 5** Network for spinous process localisation and spinal region classification.
The findings present an examination of the measured SPA scoliosis deformity angles obtained through manual and robotic scanning. Angles serve as an indirect measure of image quality, and by comparing angles, we can compare image quality. However, it serves a practical purpose in assessing scoliosis; we also investigate some observational criteria for robotic and manual scans.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics Version 25 (IBM). To assess the intra-rater reliability of spinal deformity angles measurement, the intra-class correlation coefficient ICC with 95% confidence interval was calculated. Koo et al., stated the guidelines for proper ICC test design selection. For intra-rater reliability, the usual model was used, and the absolute agreement definition; the reported value was single-rating since there was no averaging of the measurements. The absolute agreement was used to see how different the same angle measurements were among different scans by the same rater.

Similarly, the inter-rater analysis uses ICC to reflect the correlation between the measurements of two raters; it is performed on means of three scans of each method for each rater; thus, the reported value is average-rating. According to Portney et al., the ICC values between 0.5 and 0.75 indicate moderate reliability, values greater than 0.75 indicate good reliability, and greater than 0.9 excellent reliability. Since 5° in angles measurement variability is acceptable and commonly reported, the percentage and number of curves, which MAD is less than 5° is reported.

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the angles measured on coronal images obtained from robotic and manual assessments to evaluate the validity of ultrasound assessment. The inter-method analysis employed a non-parametric Wilcoxon test instead of the standard t-test method. This test shows whether there is a statistical difference between the angles obtained by robotic and manual scanning. The analysis was performed on the mean of three scans for each scanning method. Another metric to assess the inter-method correlation is $R^2$ value computed with the linear regression method.

3 | RESULTS

The recruited subjects had an average body mass index (BMI) of $18.9 \pm 2.2 \text{kg/m}^2$ and age of $15 \pm 1.0$ years. Ten subjects had a single thoracic or lumbar curve, while 13 possessed a double curve, yielding a total of 36 curves for analysis in this study. The SPA measured angles of these curves ranged from 7 to 31°, and the average value was $15.7 \pm 5.6°$. While all the subjects have mild or moderate scoliosis, the second curve of five subjects was slightly less than 10°. Since the purpose of the study is the curves angles comparison and not the scoliosis detection, these angles were also included in the study.

Figure 6 presents one robotic (left) and one manual (right) scan for each of six exemplary subjects. It can be noticed that the resulting curve angles are similar between the two scanning approaches. The survey result shows no significant difference between the compatibility of robotic (7.8 out of 10) and manual (8.7 out of 10) scanning.

Table 3 displays the ICC values for two-way mixed model with absolute agreement definition, single-rating type. The MAD, SD, and SEM values were calculated for each curve based on angles measured on three scans of one method (robotic or manual). The average values (with min and max) for all the curves for in rater-analysis are presented in Table 3. The highest value of ICC = 0.868 was found for robotic method Rater 2, where MAD was below 5° except for one outlier. The lowest value of ICC = 0.753 was found for manual method Rater 1 with MAD below 5° for all angles.

The results of the inter-method comparison are presented in Table 4. The Wilcoxon test with the value of 0.166 and 0.06 (with $p = 0.05$) showed no significant difference between angles measured on images obtained with a robotic system (average of three scans) and with manual scanning. The $R^2$ values of 0.73 and 0.72 demonstrated a moderate correlation between the SPA results by the two scanning approaches, robotic and manual. The correlation plot between the two methods is displayed in Figure 7. Table 5 presents the ICC, MAD, SEM values for inter-rater analysis for each scanning method. According to Table 5, inter-rater reliability had ICC = 0.772 for robotic and ICC = 0.843 for manual methods. The MAD was below 5° for all cases except four angles for manual scan and eight for robotic.

Observational criteria, as mentioned in Section 2.4, were also examined during the experiments, and there were several differences between the manual and robotic approaches. Section 4 Discussion and Conclusions presents the cases in which the observational criteria were not met. Figure 8 depicts manual scanning problems, while Figure 9 depicts robotic problems. The Table 6 depicts a summary of the observations made during scanning, emphasizing the advantages and disadvantages of the robotic and manual approaches.

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The current study shows, using various statistical methods, that the scoliosis angles measured by robotic scanning are comparable to those measured by manual scanning. The statistical analysis shows that both robotic and manual approaches have good reliability, with...
values slightly higher for the robotic approach. According to the Wilcoxon test, both raters agreed that there was no significant difference between robotic and manual angles. A moderate linear correlation was found between robotic and manual approaches; however, the variation in the correlation numbers for the Wilcoxon test can be explained by the considerable difference in the rater's experience.

Kottner et al. summarised the interpretation of the ICC values; he showed that the values of 0.6–0.8 are often used as a minimum standard for research purposes, where the sample size is relatively smaller, however, for clinical practice, the value should be at least 0.9. In the current study the ICC values were between 0.75 and 0.87.

Previous studies have revealed that Cobb angle measurements of moderate scoliosis on X-ray images have a 3 to 5° intra- and inter-
TABLE 3 Intra-rater variation and reliability of coronal curvature assessments using robotic ultrasound scanning compared with manual ultrasound scanning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>ICC (95% CI)</th>
<th>MAD (max), °</th>
<th>% below 5°</th>
<th>SD (max), °</th>
<th>SEM (max), °</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robotic</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0.804 (0.690–0.887)</td>
<td>2.3±1.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>100 (36)</td>
<td>1.8±1.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>1.1±0.6 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.868 (0.785–0.925)</td>
<td>2.5±1.4 (5.3)</td>
<td>97 (35)</td>
<td>1.9±1.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>1.1±0.6 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0.753 (0.619–0.855)</td>
<td>2.6±1.0 (4.7)</td>
<td>100 (36)</td>
<td>2.1±0.8 (3.6)</td>
<td>1.2±0.5 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.829 (0.725–0.902)</td>
<td>2.5±1.7 (6)</td>
<td>88.8 (32)</td>
<td>2.0±1.3 (4.7)</td>
<td>1.1±0.7 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: % below 5° (num of angles), clinically not significant difference of angles below 5°; CI, confidence intervals; MAD, mean absolute deviation; SD, standard deviation; SEM, standard error of the mean.

TABLE 4 Comparison of coronal curvatures assessments between robotic ultrasound scanning and manual ultrasound scanning (on mean of three scans for each method)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAD (max), °</th>
<th>% below 5°</th>
<th>Wilcoxon (p = 0.05)</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Robotic versus manual</td>
<td>1.8±1.4 (5.7)</td>
<td>97 (35)</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Robotic versus manual</td>
<td>2.5±1.6 (6.0)</td>
<td>92 (33)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: % below 5° (num of angles), clinically not significant difference of angles below 5°; MAD, mean absolute deviation; SD, standard deviation; Wilcoxon, a non-parametric signed-rank test.

FIGURE 7 Correlation and equation between the spinous process angle measurement results by robotic scanning and manual scanning for mean of rater 1 and rater 2.

TABLE 5 Inter-rater correlation for robotic ultrasound and manual ultrasound approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>ICC (95% CI)</th>
<th>MAD (max), °</th>
<th>% below 5°</th>
<th>SD (max), °</th>
<th>SEM (max), °</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robotic</td>
<td>R1 versus R2</td>
<td>0.772 (0.557–0.883)</td>
<td>3.6±2.7 (10.6)</td>
<td>77.8 (28)</td>
<td>2.5±1.9 (7.5)</td>
<td>1.8±1.3 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>R1 versus R2</td>
<td>0.843 (0.694–0.919)</td>
<td>2.8±2.2 (8)</td>
<td>89 (32)</td>
<td>1.9±1.6 (5.6)</td>
<td>1.4±1.1 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: % below 5° (num of angles), clinically not significant difference of angles below 5°; CI, confidence intervals; MAD, mean absolute deviation; SD, standard deviation; SEM, standard error of the mean.

Observer variability. The intra-class correlation coefficient ICC for Cobb’s angle was from 0.83 to 0.99 according to a systematic review. Angle measurements on ultrasound images had a variability of 2–5°. The current study shows that MAD for inter-rater and intra-rater mostly lays in a range of 0 to 5°. However, mostly the angles variability lays within acceptable range, there were a few outliers for inter-rater analysis (Table 3). Because one of the raters was inexperienced, the inter-rater MAD could be influenced. MAD is expected to be lower with both experienced raters.

According to a review of medical image quality assessment, currently, there is no standardised way to assess ultrasound image quality. Specifically to an application, US image quality can be defined...
FIGURE 8  Comparison of coronal images obtained from robotic (LEFT) and manual (RIGHT) scanning shows challenges of the manual approach. (A) Skin contact lost (black spots); (B) spinal lumbar features are less prominent for manual scanning; (C) the challenges of following the curve leave the spinal aside of field of view.

FIGURE 9  Comparison of coronal images obtained from robotic (LEFT) and manual (RIGHT) scanning show challenges of the robotic approach. (A) A subject with narrow space between scapula bones; (B) a subject with uneven back in coronal plane; (C) a subject bent his/her back under the scanning pressure due to the weak muscular system (a tall subject with low body mass index).
TABLE 6  Observations made during scanning experiments that highlight the benefits and drawbacks of two scanning methods, robotic and manual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Robotic</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Num. of observed subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>+ More regular contact with the skin</td>
<td>− Black area, contact lost</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>+ Lumbar spine is more prominent</td>
<td>− Lumbar spine is less distinguishable</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>+ Spine centring and surrounding features visible</td>
<td>− Spinal process surrounding features were out of the field of view</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 Robotic scanning advantages

Figure 9 Robotic scanning disadvantages

A   − Grey area, probe detached from the skin due to the narrow scapula space + Spine visible, more flexibility in rotation to overcome narrow scapula space 2
B   − Grey area, high concavity at one side of the back + Visible features, more flexibility for yaw rotation 1
C   − The measured angle appeared to be larger, the subject bended under robotic pressure + Subject bended less in lumbar region under the scanning pressure 3

by comparison to other modalities, such as X-ray, CT, MRI. Suppose there are no reference images of different modalities. In that case, the image quality is indirectly defined as an ability to see the features of interest (target anatomical structures) within the image.35

Figure 8 illustrates the noticeable benefits of the robotic approach. Figure 8A shows the more regular contact with the skin surface during robotic scanning compared to manual, where the points of contact lost appeared in black for four scanned subjects. The other common observation is that the features of the lumbar spine were less prominent and poorly distinguishable for 10 subjects scanned manually compared to robotic scanning, as shown in Figure 8B. These advantages of the robotic approach can be explained by the stable force control, which includes the constant pressure onto the skin and probe's orientation adjustments. The other example (Figure 8C) shows the benefits of having a spinal curvature tracking algorithm to centre the spine in the field of view, which ensures that the spine is always in the field of view (which is especially useful for patients with severe scoliosis) and also gives a better view on the surrounding features such as laminae and transverse processes to utilise different approaches for angle measurements. For five subjects scanned manually, the spinous process surrounding features were out of the field of view compared to robotic scanning. In general, the generated coronal image of the robotic scan looks smoother, the spine is lying in the middle of the image, and bony features are more distinguishable than in the manual scan.

The number of US frames for reconstruction is similar in both robotic and manual approaches; the scanning speed in the robotic approach is twice slower than for manual. However, the speed difference may give an additional smoothness contour to the reconstructed image in the robotic scan; the concern is that a longer scanning time may cause instability in the subject’s posture since the subject might make small motions during that time.

Other important benefits of the robotic system are constant force control; more precise navigation, centring the spine with error $1.0 \pm 0.8$ mm as opposed to manual scanning $4.6 \pm 4.6$ mm; liberation of the ultrasonographer from repetitive tasks and more concentration on diagnostics and treatment.

Several limitations for using the robotic approach were encountered during the study. Figure 9 illustrates less successful robotic scanning results. Coronal image of robotic scan for the first case (Figure 9A) represents the subject with low BMI and tight prominent scapula bones, which leaves too narrow space between the right and left scapula for a robotic actuated probe to pass through. Thus, the probe detached from the skin at the scapula level during the scanning, and image quality suffered in that region. In comparison, the manual scanning handled the tight scapula situation well since the operator could roll the probe to fit the narrow space and pass through. The issue with tight scapula was encountered in two subjects out of a total number of examined subjects. The robotic system cannot recognise the tight scapula cases and perform the necessary roll rotation.

The second challenging case for robotic scanning is displayed in Figure 9B. The subject had an uneven back, with high concavity at the left side of the back at the level of the thoracic region; thus, the left side of the probe was not compliant with the subject’s back. There was only one subject with this peculiarity during the experimental trials. For such cases, two solutions can be used. The first one is to apply a greater amount of gel to fill in the gap; the second one is the greater robotic row rotation, which was implemented by a force sensing approach; however, this type of rotation was not fully studied since there were no subjects with severe scoliosis.

The third case shows a tall subject with low BMI (Figure 9C), where the subject could not resist the force applied by the robot (even the lowest settings of 10 N) and bend in the lumbar region as the probe was applying pressure on the back. Thus, the lumbar curve from a robotic scan is much larger than that from a human scan. This situation was observed for three subjects out of total. It was noticed that tall subjects with low BMI tended to have this problem. This might be because they had a weaker muscular system.
One of the study’s limitations was that there were no X-ray reference images to measure the actual scoliosis angles. However, the goal was to compare ultrasound scanning approaches rather than to provide the final medical record. In clinical practise, the manual ultrasound system has already been validated and proven to be reliable for scoliosis assessment. Thus, if the robotic approach yields angles comparable to manual practise, it is a good sign to begin a more extensive study, where X-ray images will also be required for the study purity.

However, the study already shows a good correlation among the angles measured from robotic and manual scanning; it is suggested to do a more extensive case study on more subjects. Manual scans were performed by an expert who has done this procedure for more than 5 years. To train an operator, in general, it takes about 6 months to learn the scanning procedure on different types of subjects, to perform multiple scans for each to learn to correctly scan the path. It would also be meaningful to compare the robotic approach with a non-experienced user, which might show that the robotic approach performs better. For comparison purposes, it is better to obtain the ground truth spinal image from the patient before scanning, such as X-ray or Scolioscan image, which proved to be reliable by previous study.

The comparison of robotic and manual ultrasound scanning for scoliosis evaluation was given in this study. The results of this study show that scoliosis deformity angles measured on images produced using a robotic approach are comparable to those obtained with manual ultrasound scanning. The benefits of employing a robotic approach were explored. This study paves the way for further research into the robotic approach on a larger group of participants with varying degrees of scoliosis severity, as well as eventual commercialisation.
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